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Let U be the group of units of the group algebra FG of a group G over a field
F. Suppose that either F is infinite or G has an element of infinite order. We
characterize groups G so that U satisfies a group identity. Under the assumption
that G modulo the torsion elements is nilpotent this gives a complete classification
of such groups. For torsion groups this problem has already been settled in recent
years. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study group algebras whose group of units satisfies a
group identity. Let F be a field and FG the group algebra of the group G
 .over F. Recall that the group of units U FG of FG is said to satisfy a
 .group identity if there exists a nontrivial word w x , . . . , x in the free1 n
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 .group generated by x , . . . , x such that w u , . . . , u s 1 for all1 n 1 n
 .u , . . . , u g U FG .1 n
The study of a group algebra whose group of units satisfies a group
identity has received significant contributions in the last few years. Most
results have been obtained so far for torsion groups. In this setting one can
 .relate the group identities of U FG and the polynomial identities of FG.
 .Recall that a nonzero polynomial f x , . . . , x in the free associative1 n
 .algebra on x , . . . , x is a polynomial identity for FG if f a , . . . , a s 01 n 1 n
for all a , . . . , a g FG.1 n
In the late 1970s Hartley conjectured that if G is a torsion group and
 .U FG satisfies a group identity then FG satisfies a polynomial identity.
w xThis conjecture was proved in two subsequent papers GJV, GSV1 over an
infinite field. In particular it was shown that if FG is semiprime e.g.,
.  .char F s 0 then U FG satisfies a group identity if and only if G is
w xabelian. Passman in P2 obtained a complete characterization of group
 .algebras FG of a torsion group G such that U FG satisfies a group
w xidentity. These methods were later extended in L, LP to include finite
fields. It is worth mentioning that a characterization of group algebras
w xwhose symmetric units satisfy a group identity was obtained in GSV2
always in the setting of torsion groups.
Let G be an arbitrary group, not necessarily torsion, and suppose that
 .U FG satisfies a group identity. It is clear that the conclusion of Hartley's
conjecture is false in this general setting. In fact, if G is a torsion free
w xnilpotent group then G can be ordered and so, by S1, Proposition 1.6 , the
 . =  .units of FG are trivial; i.e., U FG s F ? G. Thus U FG satisfies a group
identity but FG need not satisfy a polynomial identity. The main obstruc-
tion in trying to characterize group algebras whose units satisfy a group
identity is given by the difficulty in handling the torsion free part of the
group. It seems clear that one needs some hypothesis on the group G.
For a group G let T be the set of torsion elements of G. In this paper
 .we shall classify Theorem 5.5 below non-torsion groups G such that
 .U FG satisfies a group identity. Under the assumption that GrT is
nilpotent this gives a complete classification of such groups.
It is worth mentioning that for this kind of result the behavior of the
group algebra FG is similar in case F is infinite or G is non-torsion. In
fact our results hold both in case F is an infinite field or G has an element
of infinite order.
2. ALGEBRAS WITH INFINITE CENTRAL ELEMENTS
Throughout R will be an algebra with 1 over an infinite integral domain
A and no element of A is a zero divisor in R.
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wWe recall the following results proved in GJV, Lemma 1 and Corollary
x3, GSV1, Lemma 2.1 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a semiprime A-algebra. If U R satisfies a group
identity then
 .1 if b, c g R, bc s 0 then bac s 0 for e¤ery nilpotent element a g R;
 . y12 e¤ery idempotent of A R is central.
Since units can be constructed from nilpotent elements, we can easily
produce for arbitrary algebras over an infinite domain a polynomial
vanishing on nilpotent elements. The proof of the next result is essentially
w xthe one given in GSV1, Theorem .
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let R be an A-algebra. If U R satisfies a group identity,
 .  4then there exists a nonzero homogeneous polynomial f x , x g A x , x1 2 1 2
¤anishing on the nilpotent elements of R.
 .Proof. If w is the group identity satisfied by U R , we may clearly
 .assume that w s w x , x is in two variables. If t is an indeterminate, we1 2
 4ww xxconsider the algebra of formal power series B s A x , x t ; it is well1 2
known that the elements 1 q x t, 1 q x t g B generate a multiplicative1 2
 .free group; hence w 1 q x t, 1 q x t / 1 formally. By writing out the1 2
formal inverse of 1 q x t for i s 1, 2 then we obtaini
w 1 q x t , 1 q x t s 1 q f x , x t i , .  .1 2 i 1 2
iG0
 .  4where, for every i, f x , x is a homogeneous polynomial in A x , x ;i 1 2 1 2
 .hence there exists s such that f x , x / 0 is nonzero in the free algebra.s 1 2
Now let r , r g R be nilpotent elements and take l g A. Since for1 2
 .y1  .2every i, 1 q r l s 1 y r l q r l y ??? is the valuation of the formali i i
 . iinverse of 1 q x t, we get  f r , r l s 0. By a Vandermonde deter-i iG 0 i 1 2
 .minant argument we obtain f r , r s 0 for all i. Thus all the polynomialsi 1 2
 .  .f vanish on nilpotent elements. In particular f r , r s 0 and f x , x isi s 1 2 s 1 2
a nonzero homogeneous polynomial in the free algebra.
For an algebra R we let L denote the lower nil radical of R. Recall that
L is the intersection of all the prime ideals of R, L is a locally nilpotent
 w x.ideal of R, and RrL is a semiprime ring see J . The following result was
w xobserved in BRT, Proposition 2.3 for algebras over an infinite field.
 .LEMMA 2.3. Let R be nil generated o¤er A and suppose that U R satisfies
a group identity. Then R satisfies a polynomial identity and e¤ery finite set of
nilpotent elements generates a nilpotent subalegbra.
Proof. Since L is a nil ideal of R, then RrL is still nil generated and
 .U RrL satisfies a group identity. Since RrL is semiprime we can apply
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the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 to RrL. Hence we get that bxc s 0 when-
ever b, c, x g RrL, bc s 0, and x is a nilpotent element. But then it easily
follows by induction on n that if a g RrL, a2 s 0 then ax ??? x a s 0 for1 n
any nilpotent elements x , . . . , x g RrL. Since RrL is nil generated this1 n
 .says that a RrL a s 0 and, since RrL is semiprime, a s 0 follows. Thus
RrL has no nilpotent elements and, so, L coincides with the set of
nilpotent elements of R and R s A q L. By the previous lemma L
w xsatisfies a polynomial identity. Since for any x, y g R, x, y g L it is clear
that also R satisfies a polynomial identity. Moreover, since L is locally
nilpotent, the conclusion of the lemma follows.
3. CHARACTERIZING SEMIPRIME GROUP ALGEBRAS
 .Throughout F will always be a field of characteristic p G 0, T s T G
  . kwill denote the set of elements of finite order in G, P s g g G ‹ o g s p ,
4   .4some k G 0 the set of p-elements and Q s g g G ‹ p ƒ o g the set of
pX-elements. For p s 0 we agree that P s 1 and T s Q. We also denote by
 .f s f G the FC-subgroup of G.
Group algebras satisfying a nondegenerate multilinear generalized poly-
 .  wnomial identity GPI were characterized by Passman see P1, Theorem
x.5.3.15 . The next lemma shows that in the presence of a GPI if G has an
element of infinite order, we may regard FG as an algebra over an infinite
domain.
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that G has an element of infinite order and FG
satisfies a GPI. Then there exists an element x in the center of FG such that x
 . w xis transcendental o¤er F with the property that no f x g F x is a zero di¤isor
in FG.
w x < X <Proof. Since FG satisfies a GPI we have G : f - ‘ and f - ‘. We
w xrecall by Ro, p. 426 that f is isomorphic to a subgroup of A = L where
A is a torsion free abelian group and L is locally finite. We shall consider
f to be contained in such a A = L. Since G has an element of infinite
order, so does f.
By taking a suitable power, f contains an element a of A. Now, for any
y g G, a y g f can be written as a l, a g A, l g L. Hence a suitable1 1
 s. y power s gives a s a g A. By taking a high enough power remember2
. ta g f has only a finite number of conjugates we get a s b g A and all
conjugates of b lie in A. Then we define x s b y, the class sum of b.
Clearly x g FA and, since A is torsion free abelian, we get that x is
transcendental over F. Let us observe that if we have H : G and g g FH,
then g is a zero divisor in FH if and only if g is a zero divisor in FG. This
is so because FG is a free FH-module. Since FA has no zero divisors,
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 . w x  .  .f x g F x : FA is not a zero divisor in F A = L . Thus f x is not a
zero divisor in Ff or in FG.
w xRecall that by P1, Theorem 4.2.12, Theorem 4.2.13 a group algebra FG
 . Xis semiprime if and only if f G , the FC-subgroup of G, is a p -group. An
immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1 is the following
COROLLARY 3.2. Suppose that G has an element of infinite order and
 .U FG satisfies a group identity. If FG is semiprime and satisfies a GPI then
we ha¤e:
 .1 if for b, c g FG, bc s 0 then bac s 0 for e¤ery nilpotent element
a g FG;
 .2 e¤ery idempotent of FG is central.
Proof. Let x be the element in the center of FG determined in the
w xprevious lemma. Then FG is an F x -algebra and we can apply Lemma
2.1.
w x w xThe next lemma is GJV, Proposition 1 as modified in L .
 .LEMMA 3.3. Let R be an F-algebra and suppose that U R satisfies a
group identity. Then there exists a positi¤e integer k such that if a, b, c g R and
a2 s bc s 0, then e¤ery element of the right ideal bacR satisfies a fixed
 . w xpolynomial f x g F x .
The next theorem characterizes semiprime group algebras whose group
of units satisfies a group identity in case F is infinite or G is not a torsion
group. Recall that a classification for torsion groups over a finite field has
w xbeen obtained in LP .
THEOREM 3.4. Let FG be semiprime and suppose that F is infinite or G
 .has an element of infinite order. If U FG satisfies a group identity then
 .1 all idempotents of FG are central;
 . X2 T is an abelian p -subgroup of G.
 .  .Con¤ersely if G is a group satisfying 1 and 2 and GrT is nilpotent of class
 .  .  ..c, then U FG satisfies the group identity x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x ’ 1.1 c cq1 2 c
Proof. Let a, b, c g FG be such that a2 s bc s 0. We claim that
bac s 0.
In fact, by the previous lemma there exists an integer k such that every
 .element in bacFG satisfies a fixed polynomial f x of degree k. If
 .kbacFG s 0, then the semiprimeness of FG forces bac s 0 and we are
 .kdone in this case. Suppose then that bacFG / 0. By the standard
multilinearization process it follows that bacFG satisfies a multilinear
 .  .kpolynomial identity g x , . . . , x ; since bacFG / 0 there exist r , . . . , r1 k 1 k
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 .g FG such that bacr ??? bacr / 0; hence g bacx , . . . , bacx is a non-1 k 1 k
trivial GPI for FG. By Corollary 3.2 we then get that bac s 0.
We have proved that for all a, b, c g FG such that a2 s bc s 0 we have
w xbac s 0. By the proof of GJV, Lemma 2 it follows that every idempotent
 .of FG is central and 1 is proved.
w xWe point out that by GSV1, Lemma 2.1 it follows that
b , c g FG , bc s 0 « bac s 0 for all nilpotent elements a g FG.
 . o g .y1We now prove 2 . For g g Q let g s 1 q g q ??? qg ; then theÃ
1element g, being an idempotent, is central in FG. It easily follows thatÃ .o g
 :g , the cyclic group generated by g, is normal in G; then Q is a subgroup
of G and every subgroup of Q is normal in G. This says that Q is either an
abelian or a Hamiltonian group.
We claim that Q is abelian; in fact if Q is Hamiltonian then Q contains
K , the quaternion group of order 8, and so FQ contains either a copy of8
 .M F , the 2 = 2 matrices over F, or H, the quaternion division algebra2
 .over F in case char F s 0 .
 .In the first case since not every idempotent of M F is central, we get a2
w xcontradiction. On the other hand, by G, Lemma 2 , H contains a free
 .group of rank G 2 and this contradicts the fact that U FG satisfies a
group identity. Thus Q is abelian.
We next show that either P is abelian or char F s 2 and P is a
 .Hamiltonian group. In fact, let g, h g P; since 1 y g is a nilpotent
Ã Ã . element and h 1 y h s 0, by what we proved above we have that h 1 y
Ã Ã i. .g 1 y h s 0; this says that hgh s hg. Hence, for some i ) 0, g s h gh
and, so, ghgy1 s hyi. It follows that P is a subgroup of G and every
subgroup of P is normal in P. Thus P is either abelian or Hamiltonian;
being a p-group the claim follows.
 :Let now h g P, g g Q. Since g is normal in G, it follows that
 :H s g, h , the subgroup generated by g and h, is finite. But then by the
w x  .argument in GSV1, Lemma 2.3 using 1 H is p-abelian and, so, the
 .  :  .commutator g, h is a p-element lying in g . Thus g, h s 1. We have
proved that P and Q commute elementwise.
Let now x g P and y g G_T. As we wish to show that P s 1, we can
 .assume that o x s p. We claim that x has only a finite number of
conjugates under y i, i G 0.
y  : y i  :In fact, if x g x then x g x for all i G 0 and the claim will
 : y  :follow since x is finite. We may therefore assume that x f x . Then
 y:  :  y: y 2  y:x, x s x = x is a direct product. Now, if x g x, x , then we
y i  y:also get that x g x, x , for all i G 0 and the claim will follow also in
this case. Hence by a repeated application of this argument we may
y 3  y y 2:  y y 2 y 3:  :  y:assume that x f x, x , x and, so, x, x , x , x s x = x =
 y 2:  y 3:x = x is a direct product.
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$
2 22 y y  ..  .Since xy 1 y x s 0 and x 1 y x s 0, by the above it follows thatÃ
$
2 2y yx xy 1 y x 1 y x s 0. .  .Ã
$ $
2 3 2y y y y y . .  .This implies that x x 1 y x 1 y x y s 0 and therefore x x 1 y x 1Ã Ã
y 3.  y y 2 y 3:  :  y:y x s 0. This last equality contradicts x, x , x , x s x = x
 y 2:  y 3:= x = x and the claim is proved.
From the above claim it is now clear that for every i G 0, x i has only a
j  :  :Hfinite number of conjugates under y , j G 0. Let H s x, y and x be
 :Hthe normal closure in H of the subgroup generated by x. Since x is
abelian and for every i G 0, x i has only a finite number of conjugates
j  :H   :H .under y , j G 0, it follows that x is a finite p-group. Hence D H, x ,
 :Hthe augmentation ideal of x in H, is a nilpotent ideal of FH; as a
 .   :H .consequence, 1 y x y g D H, x is nilpotent.
 :Now, x is not normal as FG is semiprime. Hence there exists x g P,1
 :  .  .  .x f x , o x s p. Since 1 y x x s 0 and 1 y x y is nilpotent, byÃ1 1 1 1 $
y . .  . .the above we get that 1 y x 1 y x yx s 0 and, so, 1 y x 1 y x x s 0.Ã1 1 1 1$
y . .By exchanging the role of x and x we also get that 1 y x 1 y x x s 0.1 1
y y  :  :  :It follows that x , x g x, x s x = x . Since P and commute1 1 1
y y  :elementwise then we get that x , x g x, x for all y g G; hence1 1
 :x, x is a normal finite p-subgroup of G, contrary to the semiprimeness1
of FG. This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.
 .  .Conversely, suppose that G is a group satisfying 1 and 2 of the
theorem and GrT is a nilpotent group of class c. By considering 2c units
of FG and by taking the subgroup generated by their support, we may
 :  .assume that G is finitely generated, say G s g , . . . , g . If g G is the1 n cq1
 . w xc q 1 th term of the lower central series of G, by S1, Lemma 6.4.5
 .g G is the normal closure in G of the subgroup generated by allcq1
 .  4y , . . . , y where y g g , . . . , g . Note that by assumption every sub-1 cq1 i 1 n
 .group of T is normal. It follows that g G is a finitely generatedcq1
 .  .subgroup of T ; hence g G is finite. Also, since Grg G is finitelycq1 cq1
generated nilpotent, its torsion subgroup is finite. Hence T is finite.
 4Let S s g be a left transversal of T in G. Write FT s [ F , a directi i ii
 . w xsum of fields. Then if u g U FG , we can write, as in S1, p. 194 ,
u s  f g , f g F , g g S and the sum is direct.i i i i i
 .Now take u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ g U FG . Then1 c 1 c
u , . . . , u s g 1. f 1. , . . . , g c. f c. s c , .  . 1 c j j j j j
j
 .  ..where c g F : FA and u , . . . , u , ¤ , . . . , ¤ s 1.j j 1 c 1 c
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 .For a group algebra FG, let N s N FG be the sum of all the nilpotent
ideals of FG. In case N is nilpotent, then the previous theorem can be
easily extended. Recall that if f is the FC-subgroup of G then fqs T l f
 :and f s P l f . We havep
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose that N is a nilpotent ideal and F is infinite or G
 .has an element of infinite order. If U FG satisfies a group identity then
 .1 T is a subgroup of G;
 .2 P is a finite subgroup of G;
 . X3 TrP is an abelian p -group;
 .  .4 e¤ery idempotent of F GrP is central.
 .  .  .  .Con¤ersely if G is a group satisfying 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 and GrT is nilpotent
 .  .. p kof class c, then x , . . . , x , x , . . . , x ’ 1 is a group identity of1 c cq1 2 c
 .U FG for some k G 0.
w x  .Proof. Since N is nilpotent, by P1, Theorem 8.1.12 f s f G is ap p
 .finite p-group. Hence f Grf s 1 and the FC-subgroup of Grf hasp p p
w x  .no p-elements. Then by P1, Theorem 4.2.12, Theorem 4.2.13 F Grf isp
 .semiprime. We now apply Theorem 3.4 and we get that T Grf s Trfp p
is an abelian pX-subgroup of Grf . Thus T is a subgroup of G andp
 .  .P s f is finite. Since F Grf is semiprime, every idempotent of F GrPp p
is central.
 .Conversely since P s f , F GrP is semiprime; moreover, GrP satis-p
 .  .  . .fies 1 and 2 of the previous theorem and GrP TrP is nilpotent. It
 .follows that U FG satisfies the desired identity.
4. GROUP IDENTITIES AND POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES
Throughout this and the next section, unless otherwise stated, we shall
always assume that F is an infinite field or G has an element of infinite order.
Our next goal is to determine conditions on FG so that a group identity
 .on U FG forces a polynomial identity of the group algebra. We start with
w xthe following generalization of GSV1, Lemma 2.3 which states that if G
 . Xis finite and F is infinite then a group identity on U FG forces G to be a
p-group.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let H be a finite subgroup of f G and suppose f is not
 . Xtorsion or F is infinite. If U FG satisfies a group identity then H is a
p-group.
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w xProof. Because of GSV1, Lemma 2.3 we have to discuss the case that
F is finite and f has an element of infinite order. Since the centralizer of
H in f is of finite index we have an element z g f of infinite order
 :commuting elementwise with H. Thus we have a direct product z = H.
 : .   :.  :Then F z = H s F z H s F z m FH. If H is the Jacobson radi-F
 .cal of FH then J is a nilpotent ideal and FHrJ s [M K , a direct sumn
of matrix rings over fields K. Then
 :  :F z m FHrJ s [M K z .n
 :   : .  :and F z m FHrJ ( F z m FH rN where N s F z m J. Hence the
right hand side of the above equality satisfies a group identity. It follows by
w x  .GSV1, Corollary 2.2 that n s 1. Thus FHrJ s [M K is commutative.n
w x  X. XThen FH, FH : J implies that D H : J is nilpotent. Thus H is a
p-group as claimed.
 .In case N s N FG is not a nilpotent ideal we can prove that a group
identity on the units of FG forces FG to satisfy a GPI.
 .LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that U FG satisfies a group identity. Then N
satisfies a polynomial identity. Moreo¤er if N is a nil not nilpotent ideal then
w x XG : f - ‘ and f is a finite group. In case F is infinite or G has an element
 q.Xof infinite order then f is a finite p-group.
Proof. The first statement of the lemma is clear in case N is nilpotent;
w xif N is nil not nilpotent, by the proof in L, Theorem 4.7 we also get that
N satisfies a polynomial identity. It follows that FG satisfies a GPI and, so,
w x < X <G : f - ‘ and f - ‘. The last statement of the lemma follows from
Lemma 4.1.
Lemma 2.2 above can be applied in the setting of group algebras to get
the following
 .LEMMA 4.3. If U FG satisfies a group identity then P and T are
 .subgroups of G and D P is locally nilpotent.
Proof. If N is nilpotent, then by Theorem 3.5 P s PU is a finite group
and we get the desired conclusion. Hence we may assume that N is nil not
nilpotent and, so, by Lemma 4.2 FG satisfies a GPI. But then by Lemma
3.1, in case F is finite, FG has a central element x such that FG can be
w xregarded as an algebra over the integral domain F x and no element of
w xF x is a zero divisor in FG.
U  U .Let P be the subgroup generated by P. Since D P is nil generated
U w x Uthen FP is nil generated with 1. In case F is finite, then also F x P , the
U w x w xalgebra generated by P over F x , is nil generated with 1 over F x .
 w x U .  .Moreover, since U F x P : U FG satisfies a group identity, we can
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 U .apply Lemma 2.3 to conclude that in any case D P is locally nilpotent
and coincides with the set of nilpotent elements of FPU. It follows that
P s PU and P is a locally finite p-group.
 .Also, since GrP has no p-elements, F GrP is semiprime and by
 . X  .Theorem 3.4 T GrP is an abelian p -group. It follows that T s T G is a
subgroup of G.
In the next proposition we actually prove that FG satisfies a polynomial
w xidentity in case N is nil not nilpotent. Recall that according to P1 FG
satisfies a polynomial identity if and only if G has a p-abelian subgroup of
finite index.
 .PROPOSITION 4.4. Suppose that N is nil not nilpotent and U FG satisfies
a group identity. Then FG satisfies a polynomial identity.
w xProof. By Lemma 4.2 and the characterization given in P1 , it is
enough to show that Ff satisfies a polynomial identity. By Lemma 4.2
 q.X   q.X.f is a finite p-group; hence D G, f is a nilpotent ideal. But then
 q.X qwe may factor by f and, so, we may assume that f is abelian.
Moreover, since fX : fq is also abelian, we may factor by the finite
p-group fX l P and, so, we may assume that fX is an abelian pX-group. Let
q  . XP s P l f . Then f, P : P l f s 1 and this says that P is central1 1 1 1
in f.
If P is finite then P, the Sylow p-subgroup of G, is also finite since1
w x  .G :f - ‘. Moreover F GrP has no p-elements; hence is semiprime. It
 .  . < <  .follows that N FG : D G, P . But P - ‘ implies that D G, P is a
 .nilpotent ideal contrary to the assumption that N FG is nil not nilpotent.
Thus P is infinite.1
 .Now, if F is infinite, by Lemma 2.2 N Ff satisfies a polynomial
identity. In case F is finite, since FG satisfies a GPI, apply Lemmas 3.1
 .and 2.2 to conclude that in any case N Ff satisfies a polynomial identity
f. By the standard multilinearization process, we may assume that f s
 .f x , . . . , x is multilinear.1 n
 .Suppose first that P is of bounded exponent. Then, since D f, P is a1 1
 w x.nil ideal, we get see P1, Lemma 8.1.7 that
D f , P s FfD P : Ff J F P : N Ff , .  .  .  . .1 1 1
  ..  .where J F P is the Jacobson radical of F P .1 1
Since P is infinite of bounded exponent, it contains P , an infinite1 0
 :  :direct product of cyclic groups of order p; let P s b = b = ??? . Let0 1 2
 4y be a left transversal of P in f; if a , . . . , a g Ff, then we cani ig I 0 1 n
 .write f a , . . . , a s  b y q where b g , q g P . Let P s P = P1 n i, s i s s i i s i 0 0 01 02
where for every b / 0, q g P . Take b , b , . . . , b g P ; then,i s i 01 r rq1 rqn 02
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 .  .  .since 1 y b a g D f, P : N Ff , we obtainrq j rqj 1
0 s f 1 y b a , 1 y b a , . . . , 1 y b a .  .  . .r 1 rq1 2 rqn n
s 1 y b 1 y b ??? 1 y b f a , . . . , a . .  .  .  .r rq1 rqn 1 n
 .By our choice of P we then get that f a , . . . , a s 0 and f is a02 1 n
polynomial identity for Ff.
Suppose now that P is of unbounded exponent. If we take b g P then1 1
as above we get
n
0 s f 1 y b a , 1 y b a , . . . , 1 y b a s 1 y b f a , . . . , a . .  .  .  .  . .1 2 n 1 n
 p t.  .Hence 1 y b f a , . . . , a s 0 for suitable t G 1 for all b g P . Since1 n 1
P is of unbounded exponent this easily leads to the conclusion that1
 .f a , . . . , a s 0 and we are done.1 n
 .LEMMA 4.5. Suppose that N is nil not nilpotent and U FG satisfies a
w x . p tgroup identity. Then N satisfies the polynomial identity x, y z ’ 0 for
some t G 0.
Proof. In case F is finite, by combining Lemmas 4.2 and 3.1 we may
regard FG as an algebra over an infinite commutative integral domain.
 .  .Hence, if w s w x , x is the group identity satisfied by U FG , then as1 2
 .in the proof of Lemma 2.2, we may write w 1 q x t, 1 q x t s 1 q1 2
 . i  . f x , x t where t is an indeterminate and N FG satisfies all theiG 0 i 1 2
 .polynomial identities f x , x .i 1 2
 .We show next that there exists a non-zero polynomial f x , x suchl 1 2
that f is not an identity for 2 = 2 matrices over a commutative ring.l
Suppose by contradiction that all the f 's vanish on 2 = 2 matrices. Theni
we evaluate x and x to two square-zero matrices a, b; we obtain, as in1 2
w xthe proof of GJV, Proposition 1 that one of the polynomials, say f ,i0
 .n  wevaluates to a ab s 0 for a suitable n and a / 0 in F see also BRT,
x.  .Proposition 3.1 . It is easy to check take for instance a s e , b s e12 21
that this is a contradiction.
Let now R be the free algebra of rank 3 of the variety determined by the
polynomial f . If S is the nil radical of R, then RrS still satisfies f . Byl l
writing RrS as a subdirect sum of prime rings, since f is not satisfied byl
matrices of any size ) 1, we get that RrS must be commutative. Hence
w xa, b c g S for all a, b, c g R. Now, R is finitely generated and satisfies an
w xidentity; hence by R2, Theorem 6.3.39 , S is nilpotent. It follows that
tpw x .  .x, y z ’ 0 is an identity for R and, so, for N FG .
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5. GROUP ALGEBRAS WITH MANY p-ELEMENTS
 .LEMMA 5.1. Suppose that N is nil not nilpotent and U FG satisfies a
 .group identity. Then D G, P is a locally nilpotent ideal satisfying the polyno-
w x . p t  .mial identity x, y z ’ 0 for some t G 0. Moreo¤er D G, P is nil of
bounded exponent if and only if P is of bounded exponent.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 FG satisfies a polynomial identity and let A
be a normal p-abelian subgroup of G of finite index. Since AX is a finite
p-group we may factor G by AX and, so, we may assume that A is abelian.
 .Let A s A l P; by Lemma 4.3 D A is locally nilpotent and, sincep p
 .  .A is abelian, D A FA s D A, A is also locally nilpotent. Let f : FGp p
 . w x w x“ M FA be the embedding given in P1 where n s G : A . Noticen
 .  .   . .that D A FG s D G, A is mapped under f into M D A FA sp p n p
  ..  .   ..M D A, A and, since D A, A is locally nilpotent, also M D A, An p p n p
 .is locally nilpotent; hence D G, A is locally nilpotent. Notice that in casep
 .P is of bounded exponent then D A is nil of bounded exponent. Sincep
 . w x  .D A, A is G-stable, by P2, Lemma 3.2 we conclude that D G, A is nilp p
of bounded exponent.
 .  .  . Consider now the ideal D G, P rD G, A of FGrD G, A ( F Grp p
. w x  .  .A . Since P : A - ‘, it follows that D G, P rD G, A is nilpotent;p p p
 .hence D G, P is locally nilpotent. In case P is of bounded exponent
 .  .clearly D G, P is nil of bounded exponent. By Lemma 4.5 D G, P
satisfies a polynomial identity of the desired form. The converse is trivial.
 .LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that N is nil not nilpotent and U FG satisfies a
group identity. If A is a normal abelian subgroup G of finite index, then
 .G, A l P is of bounded p-power exponent.
Proof. Let a g A l P and g g G. Then the equality
y1 y1g gg a y 1 , a y 1 s 1 y a, g a y 1 ga .  .  . .
implies that
y1 y1y1 g gg a y 1 , a y 1 ga a y 1 s 1 y a, g a y 1 a y 1 . .  .  .  .  . . .
 .Since by the previous lemma D G, A l P satisfies the polynomial identity
w x . p tx, y z ’ 0, we get
p t p t tg p1 y a, g a y 1 a y 1 s 0. .  .  . .  .
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 g . p t p tWrite a s b and a s c; then we obtain
1 q bc y c y b2 q b2cy1 y bcy1 s 0. 1 .
If A l P is of bounded exponent, we are done. Hence we may assume
 . 3  . t  . p t y1that o b s p and o a ) p . We claim that a, g s bc s 1. If not,
y1  . 3 2  .then clearly c / 1, bc / 1 and, since o b s p , b / 1. From 1 it
follows that we must have either bc s 1 or b2cy1 s 1. These equalities
3 4  . 3lead to 1 y 2b q 2b y b s 0, contrary to o b s p . With this contra-
diction the lemma is proved.
 .LEMMA 5.3. Suppose that N is nil not nilpotent and U FG satisfies a
group identity. If P is of unbounded exponent then GX is of bounded p-power
exponent.
Proof. By Proposition 4.4 FG satisfies a polynomial identity and let A
be a normal p-abelian subgroup of G of finite index. By taking the
quotient with AX, which is a finite p-group, we may assume that A is
 .abelian. Moreover, since by the previous lemma, G, A l P is of bounded
 .p-power exponent, by factoring with G, A l P we may assume that
w xA l P is central in G. Notice that, since P : A l P - ‘ and P is of
unbounded exponent, then A l P is of unbounded exponent. Recall that
 . w x . p tby Lemma 5.1, D G, P satisfies the identity x, y z ’ 0. Let g, h g G
 . tq3and a g A l P such that o a s p . Then we get
t t tp 3 p py1 y10 s g a y 1 , h a y 1 h g a y 1 s a y 1 1 y g , h . .  .  .  .  . .  .
 . . p tq 2  . p tHence a y 1 b y 1 s 0 where a s a and b s g, h . We get1 1
1 y a y b q a b s 0 and suppose that b / 1. Since a / 1 then we must1 1 1
tq 1y1 p .have a b s 1; hence char F s 2, a s b and, so, g, h s 1.1 1 1
 .LEMMA 5.4. Suppose that U FG satisfies a group identity. Then N is
nilpotent if and only if P is finite.
 .  .Proof. Suppose that P is finite. Then D G, P s FG D P is nilpotent.
 .Since GrP has no p-elements F GrP has no nilpotent ideals. Thus
 .N s D G, P is nilpotent.
 q.Conversely, let us suppose that N is nilpotent. Then f is finite byp
qw x  .P1, p. 311 . Moreover, f is a group by Lemma 4.1. We know that FG,p
q .  .G s Gr f is semiprime. Also, U FG satisfies a group identity. Wep
q .conclude by Theorem 3.4 that G has no p-elements. Thus P s f isp
finite as asserted.
The next theorem gives a complete classification of groups G such that
 . U FG satisfies a group identity under the assumption that GrT is
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.nilpotent if F is infinite or G has an element of infinite order. If G is
w xtorsion the problem has been solved in GJV, GSV1, P2, L, LP .
THEOREM 5.5. Suppose that F is infinite or G has an element of infinite
order. We ha¤e the following
 .  .a If U FG satisfies a group identity then P is a subgroup.
 .  .b If P is of unbounded exponent and U FG satisfies a group identity
then
 .i G contains a p-abelian subgroup of finite index.
 . Xii G is of bounded p-power exponent.
 .  .  .Con¤ersely, if P is a subgroup and G satisfies i and ii then U FG satisfies
a group identity.
 .  .c If P is of bounded exponent and U FG satisfies a group identity
then
 .0 P is finite or G has a p-abelian subgroup of finite index.
 .  . X1 T GrP is an abelian p -subgroup and so T is a group.
 .  .2 E¤ery idempotent of F GrP is central.
 .  .  .Con¤ersely, if P is a subgroup, G satisfies 0 , 1 , 2 , and GrT is nilpotent
 .then U FG satisfies a group identity.
 .Proof. a is Lemma 4.3.
 .  .b Suppose that U FG satisfies a group identity. Then since P is
 .infinite it follows by the last lemma that N is nil, not nilpotent. Then i
 .and ii follow from Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 5.3, respectively.
 .Conversely, let us assume that P is a subgroup and G satisfies i and
 . Xii . Thus G contains a normal subgroup A of finite index with A a finite
 .p-group. We are going to prove that U FG satisfies an identity of the
 . p t  X. Xform x, y ’ 1. Since D G, A is nilpotent we may factor with A to
 . Xassume that A is abelian. Now, the subgroup G, A : G l A is a normal
 ..abelian subgroup of bounded p-power exponent. Thus D G, A is nil of
w x   ..bounded exponent. It follows by P2, Lemma 3.2 that D G, G, A is nil
 .of bounded exponent. Hence we can factor by G, A to assume that A is
w x w xcentral in G with G : A - ‘. It follows by a theorem of Schur S1, p. 39
X  . Xthat G is a finite group. We deduce by ii that G is a finite p-group.
 .Consequently, U FG satisfies the identity as asserted.
 .  .c Suppose that U FG satisfies a group identity and that P is a
group of bounded exponent. If P is not finite FG satisfies a polynomial
 .identity by Proposition 4.4, in view of Lemma 5.4. Thus we have 0 .
 .Moreover, we conclude by Lemma 5.1 that D G, P is nil of bounded
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 .exponent. Clearly, if P is finite then D G, P is nilpotent. Thus, in any
 .  .case, D G, P is nil of bounded exponent. Further, F GrP is semiprime
 .  .as G has no p-elements. Then 1 and 2 follow from Theorem 3.4.
 .Conversely, let us assume that P and T are subgroups, G satisfies 0 ,
 .  .  .   ..1 , 2 , and GrT is nilpotent of class c. Then, since U FG “ U F GrP
 .is an epimorphism, it follows that U FG satisfies
x , . . . , x , x q x ’ 1 mod D G, P . .  .  . . .1 c cq1 2 c
 .We claim that U FG satisfies
p tx , . . . , x , x , . . . , x ’ 1 for some t . .  . .1 c cq1 2 c
 .This is clear if P is finite. So we assume from 0 that G has a normal
 . p tp-abelian subgroup A of finite index. Our claim will follow if D G, P s 0
for some fixed t. Thus we factor by the finite group AX to assume that A is
 .  .abelian. Then D A l P is nil of bounded exponent and so D G, A l P
w x w x  .is nil of bounded exponent by P, Lemma 3.2 . Since G : A - ‘, D G, P
is also nil of bounded exponent as seen in the proof of Lemma 5.1. This
 .completes the proof of c and the theorem.
Remark 5.6. We have made the assumption that GrT is nilpotent for
 .the converse in part c of the last theorem, only to be concrete. With the
present knowledge of units of torsion free group rings we do need a
hypothesis. As suggested by the referee we relax our assumption to GrT
``a u.p. group satisfying a group identity.'' For a definition of u.p. groups
w xand t.u.p. groups, see P1, p. 588 . To justify this it suffices to prove the
w xnext theorem which is essentially proved in S1, p. 194 .
THEOREM 5.7. Suppose that T is an abelian pX-group with e¤ery idempo-
tent central in FG. Suppose GrT is a u. p. group. Then
 .  .  .1 U FT 1 U FG .
 .  .  .2 If GrT satisfies a group identity w x , . . . , x ’ 1 then U FG1 s
  .  ..satisfies w x , . . . , x , w y , . . . , y ’ 1.1 s 1 s
 .  .3 If char F s 0 then UZG s UZT G.
Proof. Let us pick a transversal X of T in G so that whenever x g T
then also xy1 g T. Let
u s a g , a g FT , g g X be in U FG . . i i i i
Let ¤ s uy1 s b h , b g FT , h g X, and t g FT be given. For eachj j j j
i, j write g h s t x, t g T , x g X. Leti j i j i j
 :E s supp t , supp a , supp b , t for all i , j .i j i j
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Then E is a finite abelian group with every subgroup normal in G.
Moreover, FE s [F , a direct sum of fields. Write 1 s e , a sum ofi i
primitive idempotents of FE. Then
u s e u s e u , e u , . . . . i 1 2
s e a g , e a g , . . . . 1 i i 2 i i
s s g , sX g , . . . , s g F , sX g F . . i i i i i i i i
Each of the components is invertible. Also, GrT is a u.p. group and
 .therefore a t.u.p. group two unique product group by a result of Stroj-
w xnowski St . It follows that there can be only one term in each summand
above. Thus, after a change of notation, we can write
) u s f g , f g , . . . , f g F , g g X . .  .1 1 2 2 i i i
 .  .  .To see that U FT 1 U FG , write t s r , r , . . . , r g F . Then ut ¤ s1 2 i i
 y1 y1 .  .  .f g r g f , . . . s f , . . . , f g F . Thus ut ¤ g U FE and we have1 1 1 1 1 1
 .proved 1 .
 .  .To see 2 , let w x , . . . , x be a word satisfied by GrT. Then for1 k
 .  .  .u , . . . , u g U FG , w u , . . . , u g U FT which is abelian. It follows1 k 1 k
 .that U FG satisfies
w u , . . . , u , w ¤ , . . . , ¤ s 1. .  . .1 k 1 k
 .  .For 3 , we proceed after ) , following verbatim line 8 onwards on p. 195
w xof S1 , replacing T by E.
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